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mh1351Â .Getting to know the people behind the final page of
the Hall of Fame ballot This is a monthly column that highlights

the interesting tidbits behind the curtain when the Baseball
Writers' Association of America votes on who will be the next
big name enshrined in the Baseball Hall of Fame. Outfielder
Ichiro Suzuki continues to have the strong support of voters.
(USAT/NBC/Getty Images) By Bill Madden Even though he's

never been a manager and has a thin resume, managers have
never been elected into the Baseball Hall of Fame. To illustrate
this, five of the last 13 managers selected have been with the
Reds or Phillies in the 1980s. Fourteen managers have been
with either the Cubs or Giants during this era, so keep that in
mind when reading the following. "I am thrilled to receive this
vote of confidence from the BBWAA," said Reds manager Dave

Miley, whose 417 career wins placed him fourth in franchise
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history. "The credentials are there. I am proud of my 23 years
of service to the game. I couldn't be more honored." Ichiro
Suzuki has now been on the ballot for five years, and he

continues to have the strong support of the BBWAA. In fact, he
has gotten 76.8 percent of the vote this season, which is the
highest percentage since 2008 (76.7). "This indicates how

Ichiro has brought interest in the sport back after the steroid
era," said ESPN.com columnist Joe Sheehan. "He is a symbol
for a lot of fans, especially younger fans, that baseball was

better before steroids. And even if no one really buys that, he
just has wonderful numbers -- 393 home runs, 241 stolen

bases. Right now, he's owning the basepaths, the way you like
to see that." Here are some other things to know about the

2014 ballot. After
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